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Components
• 42 Vehicle cards
• 4 Reference cards
• 56 Food cards
• 7 Freighter cards
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Game Details 

Objective
Collect the most Food cards to win.

Begin Play
Each game of Tater Freighter is played in 6 rounds.

1.) Place Eight Food cards on the Freighter
Each round reveal Food cards from the top of the food 
deck and place them in a row below their matching food 
space on the Freighter until 8 Food cards are shown. 
There are always exactly 8 Food cards on the Freighter 
each round. Ensure Food cards are displayed and easy 
to count. 

2.) Select a card from your hand. Reveal together.
Each player now secretly picks a Vehicle card from their 
hand and places it face down in front of them. When 
ready, all players simultaneously reveal their chosen 
Vehicle card.

3.) Divide Food
Now collect Food cards. Your Vehicle determines which 
Food(s) you might get. Food cards are resolved starting  
from the left (Limes) to the right (Taters) one section 
at a time. Any food cards that can be fairly divided are 
collected by the players.

Place collected cards in front of you, face down. You will 
score them at the end of the game. 

Hand all 6 Vehicle cards to each player. 
The back of a set of player Vehicles have 

matching color card backs.

The Freighter cards are all laid out in order. They are bookended by a Bow and Stern 
card that has no game play function, but looks great!

Setup
Give each player their set of 6 vehicle cards. Place the 
Freighter cards on the table in a row in the order shown 
below. The arrows on each Freighter card also shows the 
correct order. 

Shuffle the deck of Food cards and place it on the table. 

3-7 Players

10 Minutes

Ages 12+
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TATER
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These are the last two Vehicle cards in this 
player’s hand on the 5th round. 

If this player uses the Zip Lime on the last 
round, their card in hand at the end of the game 
will be the Tater Freighter.  This player’s Tater 
Food cards will score 2 points each.  

Each player should consider what Food cards 
they have collected to plan their best score.

Tie Breaker 

A Tie is won by the player who has the most Limes, 
followed by the most Grain, and finally by the most 
Shrimp. If players are still tied, the game is a draw.

Collect!Collect!
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3b.) How to divide Food cards
Resolve vehicles in Order: Always resolve dividing food 
cards starting with Limes on the left. Then resolve each 
Freighter space to the right, so that Taters resolve last. 
Follow the arrow cards on the Freighter as a reminder. 

When a player reveals a Vehicle card chosen by no 
other players: that player collects all the Food cards in 
that space AND all Food cards to the left of it.

Only one player reveals their Grain Plane. There are 2 Grain and 1 Lime on the table. 
That player takes both the Grain cards. They also take the 1 Lime card.

When players reveal the same Vehicles: they must 
evenly split the food cards available on that space 
AND any food cards in previous spaces (to the left). If 
the Food cards on a Freighter space cannot be evenly 
divided, players split what they can and the remainder 
stays on the Freighter.

Using the example above, If two players played Grain Planes, they would each take one 
Grain food card. The Lime card on the left cannot be evenly split, so it stays there. If 

there were 2 Lime cards, each player would take one. 
 

If three players revealed Grain Planes, NO player would collect Food cards because 
they cannot be evenly divided. 

Game End
“Fill Bins to Win!”

After the 5th round of revealing and resolving Vehicles, 
scoring begins. Each collected Food card is worth 1 
point. The Vehicle card left in your hand at the end of 
the game increases the score for each matching Food 
card you have collected.  Food cards you collected that 
match your remaining Vehicle card score 2 points per 
card. The player with the most points, wins!

4.) Discard played Vehicle card
Vehicles are discarded face up in front each player. 
Used Vehicles are public information, so players can 
plot their next Vehicle.  



Collect!Collect!
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Special Effects
Later Tater! 
Instead of playing a Vehicle card to 
gain Food, you can play the Later 
Tater card to take back a Vehicle card 
you previously used. When you reveal 
the Later Tater card, discard it and 
take one of your used Vehicle cards 
back into your hand.

Tip: If the Later Tater is your last Vehicle card at the end 
of the game, you will not get double points for any of your 
Food cards.

Tater Freighter ™ published by BARD Games.  
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Tater...    
                

 ...later.
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Special Snow Cone 

When the Special Snow Cone is 
revealed, place it with the Food card 
that preceded it. If Special Snow Cone 
is the first card, place it with Limes. 

The Special Snow Cone can never 
be ‘split’, because it is a unique food 
item. To take it, you must take it 
with the other Foods in that Freighter 
group.  Special Snow Cone is worth 3 
points.



Rules Rhyme
Place Eight Crates. 
Reveal a Vehicle.
Lines Split Limes,
Planes Split Grains,
Blimps Split Shrimps,
Trams Split Jams,
Freighters Split Taters,
Or Later Tater!
Split or they sit. 
Fill bins to Win.


